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Abstract 

For a simple economic model of transfrontier pol lut ion, wide ly used 
in theoretical studies of international treaties bearing on joint abatement, 
we exhibit in this paper a scheme for sharing national abatement costs, 
through international financial transfers, w h i c h is inspired by a very 
classical solut ion concept offered in the theory of cooperative games, 
namely the "core" of a game. The scheme has the fo l lowing properties: (i) 
total damage and abatement costs in al l countries are m i n i m i z e d 
(optimality property), and (ii) no "coalition", i.e. subset, of countries can 
achieve lower such total costs for its members by taking another course of 
action in terms of emissions and/or transfers, under some reasonable 
assumption as to the reactions of those not in the coalition (core property). 

1 Paper presented at the 50th Congress Public Finance, Environment and Natural Resources of 
the International Institute of Public Finance, held at Cambridge, M A . Thanks are due to Karl 
Goran Maler for numerous fruitful discussions and his hospitality at the Beijer International 
Institute for Ecological Economics, Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, Stockholm in May 
1993, to Tito Cordelia for a very careful reading as well as to Jack Mintz and Carlo Carraro, 
discussants at the Congress. The first author is also grateful to California Institute of 
Technology for providing a stimulating environment for the completion of this work. 

This research is part of the Commission of the European Communities (DG XII) project 
"Environmental Policy, International Agreements and International Trade" administered by 
Professor Alistair Ulph through CEPR, London. 
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Assumption 1: For every (decreasing) abatement cost funct ion C,(E,), 

i=l,...,n, there exists E°>0 such that 

=-oo z/E,.=0, 

q(E,.).<0 i f E , < E , ° , (5) 

= 0 if E- > E". 

Assumption 2: For all i, the function Q(E,) is strictly convex (i.e. C">0) 

over the range ]0, E(°[. 

Assumption 3 : For all z, the transfer function Q, = F,(E) is of the linear 

additive form 

Q , = i > r (6) 

Not ice that this assumption implies that Q- = Q } for all i,je N, thus 

making the ambient quantities of pollutant to have the characteristics of 
an international public good (actually, of a public "bad") for the countries 
i n v o l v e d 5 . In view of Assumption 3, we shall often write, w i t h some 
notational inconsistency, D^Q-) as D y(E). 

Assumption 4 : For all i, the (non decreasing) damage cost function D,(Q,) is 
convex (D"> 0); it is strictly increasing (D- > 0) for at least some /. 

Together, ssumptions 2 to 4 imply that for all /, the total cost function 
Ji(E) is convex. One can then prove, as in C&T94 (section 3): 

Proposition 1 : Under the assumptions 1-4, the optimal joint emissions 
vector E* is unique and in the range ](), £"[ for all ;'. 

5 In MALER's 1989-93 acid rain game, where the linear transfer function is of the form 
n 

with 0 <«,- :< 7 and > <?,-•• = 7/ the externalities are directional and do not have the 

public good property. 
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The opt imum so defined is usefully characterized by the wel l k n o w n 

first order conditions 

n 

JD; (£* ) + Q(E;) = 0, i = l,...n. (8) 

3. The noncooperative game and its Nash equilibria 

3.1 The Nash equilibrium 

A first form of voluntary behaviour in our economic model is the one 
described by the familiar N a s h equil ibrium concept of the associated non 
cooperative game, namely : 

Definition 1. For the non cooperative game [ N , ( T ( ) ( e / V , ( U j ) i e N ] , a N a s h 

equil ibrium is a joint strategy choice E = (Ej,...,E„) such that 

Vz, E, minimizes //(E), where for each jeN,j*i, Ey = Ey-

Existence of this equil ibrium follows from standard theorems (see e.g. 
F R I E D M A N 1990). It is characterized by the first order conditions 

D ; ( E ) + C7(E~) = (), i = l,...,n. (9) 

As these differ from the conditions (8) whereby the o p t i m u m was 
characterized, a N a s h equi l ibr ium is not an o p t i m u m for the economy, 
revealing thus that this form of voluntary behavior is incompatible w i t h 
international optimality. 

Notice that the conditions (9) imply 

Vz, E,[ = E o lf v:=0 (10) 

Furthermore, if D , ( Q ( ) is linear, E, is a dominant strategy for i since the first 

term of (9) is independent of Q , a n d of the vector E in that case. 

A final property, formally important for our purposes below, is the 
uniqueness of the N a s h equi l ibr ium vector E in this game, as shown in 
Proposition 2 of C&T94. 
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3.2 Strong and coalition-proof equilibria 

M A L E R 1989-93 has considered stronger concepts of voluntary 
behavior in the framework of non cooperative games, namely the "strong 
N a s h equi l ibr ium" and the "coalition-proof Nash equi l ibr ium" 6 . However , 
the former is shown by Maler not to exist in general in the case of the game 
associated w i t h our economic model, and the latter is not Pareto efficient, if 
it exists at all . They are therefore of little use in our enquiry. 

3.3 The partial agreement Nash equilibrium with respect to a coalition 

Another aspect of non cooperative behavior may be considered, 
namely the one adopted by the players outside a coalition, when a coalition 
forms. This is described by the following concept. 

Definition 2. Given some coalition S c N , a partial agreement equil ibrium 

w i t h respect to S in the game [N, (Tj)ieN, ( U j ) J e N ] , is a joint strategy E such 

that 

(i) (E,),e5 minimizes ^/ , (E) , where for every jeN,jeS, E- = E- as 
i'eS 

defined in (ii), and 
(ii) V ; ' e N \ S , E- minimizes /-(E), where for every zeS , E, = E, as 

defined in (i). 

In C&T94 (section 3.3), we prove : 

Proposition 2 . For any proper coa l i t ion S c N in the game 

(i) there exists a partial agreement equilibrium with respect to S ; 
(ii) the vector of individual emission levels at such an equil ibrium is 

unique ; 
(in) the indiv idual emissions of the players outside the coalition are 

not lower than those at a Nash equilibrium ; 
(iv) the total emissions level is not higher than at a Nash equilibrium. 

The equil ibrium so defined is also characterized by the first order conditions 

6 Both concepts have been discussed in detail in BERNHEIM, TELEC and WHINSTON 1987. 
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. ^D'j(E) + Q(Et) = 0, ieS 
/'es (11) 

Dji^ + qiE^O, jeN\S. 

4. The cooperative game: imputations, the core and alternative 
characteristic functions 

4.1 Imputations and the core 

Turning now to the cooperative part of our analysis, we first recall 
some terminology. For a cooperative game [N, iv] in general, an imputation 
is a vector y = {y\,--)yn) such that ^ ; g N J / ; = zv(N). Recall that for the game 

associated w i t h our economic model, the worth zv(N) of the grand coalition, 
as defined in (4), is a total cost: more precisely, it is the m i n i m u m of the 
aggregate total abatement and damage cost over all countries. Here, an 
imputation is thus a way to share among all players the amount of this cost. 
In this setting, an imputation y is said to belong to the core of the game if it 
satisfies the conditions 

£y /£w; (S) , V S c N . (12) 
ieS 

The core of our cooperative game is thus the set of imputations having the 
property that to every conceivable coalition they offer to bear a share of the 
aggregate cost zu(N) lower than the cost zv(S), it would bear by itself 

To study the core of this game, we therefore shall consider in more 
detail, in the next two subsections, what its imputations are, as wel l as how 
its characteristic function is precisely defined. 

4.2 Imputations in the game and monetary transfers in the economic model 

As was noted w i t h Proposi t ion 1, the m i n i m u m aggregate cost 
obtained w i t h zo(N) is determined by a unique joint strategy vector 
£* =(£ 7 * , . . . ,£* ) , yielding /,(£*) for each ; and of course /,-(£*) = 

The vector /(£*) = [/2(£*),.• •,/„(£*)] is thus an i m p u t a t i o n where each 

country bears itself the abatement and damage costs £* entails for it. 

Other imputations, associated with the same optimal joint strategy, can 
be conceived of, however, if monetary transfers between countries are 
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introduced. Let us denote such transfers by P i (> 0 if the transfer is paid by 

i, < 0 if it is received by it). Then imputations in the cooperative game 

associated w i t h our economy can be written as vectors \f = (y\,---,yv
n) 

defined by 

yf ^ / , ( £ * ) + ? , , f = 2 n, 

and the condition 

W i t h the condition just stated, we have indeed that ^jeNyf = iv(N). 

4.3 Alternative characteristic functions 

It was observed at the end of subsection 2.2 that for arguments S * N of 
the characteristic function (4) associated w i t h our economic model , the 
function involves variables that represent strategic choices made by players 
w h o are not members of S. Because of this feature — a typical one when a 
cooperative game is associated wi th economies w i t h externalities, such as 
ours — the characteristic function (4) should specify explicitly what the 
actions are both of the members of S and of the other players. To this effect, 
we shall consider the following two alternatives : 

(i) The cooperative game [N,wa], defined by the characteristic function of 
the form 

w"(S) = Min Y /.(£) where, if S* N, £• = £'' V/'eN\S. 

(Recall that E'j was defined in Assumption 1). 

This function reflects the assumption that when a coalition forms, its 
w o r t h is what it gets when the players outside the coalition choose the 
strategy which is worst for it — i.e. pollute up to E'j in our model. 

This form has been often used in economic models w i t h beneficial 
externalities and/or wi th public goods production (see e.g. F O L E Y 1970, 
S C A R F 1971, and recently C H A N D E R 1993) where it is a natural one 
because the "worst" strategy of non member of S is simply no action in such 
cases. 

W i t h detrimental externalities as we have here, it is less natural to 
assume such an attitude: why should the non members of S act in this way? 
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and for the members of S, why should they necessarily expect the worst and 
behave in a minimax way? The first of these questions is also raised by 
M A L E R 1989-1993 in his discussion of cooperative games of transfrontier 
pol lut ion, all the more rightly so that he does not assume in the economic 
model an upper bound such as our Ej for the i n d i v i d u a l emissions. The 

worst then becomes infinite amounts, which is hardly credible. 

W h i l e Maler concludes by dismissing the tool of the characteristic 
function, and as a consequence the core concept w h i c h is built on i t 7 , we 
choose to propose instead to consider the following alternative : 

(ii) The cooperative game [N,zv7], defined by the characteristic function of 
the form 

IVY(S) = Mill Y . // ( £ ) where, if S * N, E. = E • V; € N \ S. 
(E/)i6S l € S 

(Recall that Ey was defined in part (ii) of the def in i t ion of a part ial 

agreement equil ibrium w i t h respect to a coalition). 

This function zuy is to be called the "partial agreement equi l ibr ium 
characteristic function". We assume here that when S forms, the other 
players break up into singletons, and act non cooperatively so as to reach an 
equil ibrium in their best individual interest, given S. 

It is thus not assumed that they do the worst; nor is it assumed, as in 
the concepts of strong and coalition-proof equilibria, that they do not react 8 

to the actions of S. 

In view of property (10) and of Proposition 2, one has that for each 

S, ZOy(S) > wa(S). This implies that the core of the game [N,w7], i.e. the 

"y-core" is, if non empty, contained in the "a-core", and possibly smaller. 

/ Another argument made is that with no bounds on the behaviors of players not in S, the 
worth of coalitions different from N can be reduced to zero, which renders them powerless. 
The core then becomes equal to the set of imputations, and the concept brings no more 
information than optimality. 
8 CARRARO and SINISCALCO 1993, in a model with identical agents, assume instead that 
when S forms and achieves the aggregate payoff zu(S), if some / € S leaves S, the coalition 

S \ {z} remains formed. They show that then, it may be better for / to leave S; and as this 
advantage grows with the size of coalitions, they conclude that only small coalitions can 
prevail, and N will never form. 
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5. An imputation in the "y-core" (and in the "cc-core") of the cooperative 
game 

As it is we l l known that many cooperative games may have an empty 
core, the concept of a y-core imputation is only useful if we can establish its 
existence, at least for the cooperative game [N ,w r ] that we have associated 
w i t h the economic model. As far as the oc-core is concerned, it was shown 
to be nonempty in games with externalities by S C A R F 1971 as well as in the 
version given by L A F F O N T 1977 (p.102) of the S H A P L E Y and S H U B I K 1969 
wel l k n o w n "garbage game" 9. 

We proceed in this section in a constructive way, that is, by exhibiting 
an imputat ion for which we show that it has the property of belonging to 
the y-core. Economic interpretations are given in the next section. 

Our result is not fully general, though, as we obtain it only under two 
alternative additional assumptions : either linearity of the damage cost 
functions D , , or identical abatement cost functions C, for all countries i. We 
l imit ourselves here to the first case, and refer the reader to C&T94 for the 
second one. 

Theorem. Let E* = (E3*,...,E*) be the (unique) optimal joint emissions policy. 

Under assumptions 1-3 and the linearity of all the damage cost functions 

where 

D ' 
(13) 

and 

belongs to the core of the game [N,zo7]. 
Proof, (a) It is easily verified that y* is an imputation, i.e. that 

y Laffont also shows that for the garbage game, the emptiness claimed by Shapley and 
Shubik applies in fact to the P-core. For a game like ours, the ra-core and the P-core coincide. 
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since ^ P * = 0 . 
ieN i€N 

(b) Suppose now that the imputation y* be not in the core. Then, there 
w o u l d exist a coalition S and partial agreement equil ibrium w i t h respect to 
S, £ = (£, , . . . ,£„), such that 

' ~ (14) w r ( s ) - 1 / , ( £ ) < 5 > ; . 
ieS »'eS 

Notice first that V z ' e N X S , £, = E, in this partial agreement equi l ibr ium 
because £, is a dominant strategy under linearity of the damage cost 
functions. Moreover , from the first order conditions that characterize a 
partial agreement equil ibrium one has Vz € S, E( > E*. 

Consider now the alternative imputation y defined by 

9i s /,•(£')+ «' = i 
where the transfers are of the form 

D 
P,=-[C,(£;)-C,(E,)]+7^ 

If we can show that 

w I y , < S / , ( E ) 

and that 

/eAAS /€N\S 

then, given (14), the imputation y induces an aggregate cost for all countries 
which is lower than zu(N), the solution of (3) — an impossibility that proves 
the theorem. 

To show (i), let us write 
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ieS ieS ieS 

= ICI.(EI.) + SD|.(r) + ^ ^ 
ieS ieS N ieN ieN 

= I C , ( £ , ) + l D i ( E ) + % ^ 
ieS ieS N 

D'N-(Q*-Q) + X C A * ) - X C A ) 
VieN ieN 7 

where the last line has been obtained by adding and subtracting SE>-(E) 
to the previous one, and use has been made of the linearity of the functions 
D, as wel l as of the form (6) of the transfer functions. In this expression, a 
negative value of the term within square brackets can be derived from 
properties of the opt imum E*, of a partial agreement equi l ibr ium w.r.t. a 
coalition and from the strict convexity of the abatement cost functions C,. 

To show (ii), starting from the fact that 

and 

= C,(E,) + D,(E*) + ^-
N 

i/* = C ^ + D ^ + P* 

= C;(E-) + D , ( r ) + ^ 
N 

X ^ - X ^ 1 . ) 
ieN ieN 

XC,(E;)-£C-,(E,) 
ieN ieN 

it is sufficient to show that 

D' 
C,.(E,) + —L-

N 
.ieN ieN 

D' 
< C(E,) + — L 

N 
XC,.(E;)-XC,(E,) 

.ieN ieN 
, V i e N X S . 

But this derives from the characterization of a part ia l agreement 
equi l ibr ium w.r.t . a coalition with linear functions D/, namely £•=£ , , a 

dominant strategy V / e N X S , and X , - € N ^ ' ^ i ) - X ^ N ^ ^ a c c o r c ^ n S t o 

Proposition 2. QED 
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relative intensity of its preferences for the public good component of the 
problem. 

6.2 On the cooperative and voluntary nature of agreements supported by 
core theoretic considerations 

A core imputation is to be interpreted as a proposal made to all players 
for sharing zv(N), having the property that no coalition S can improve upon 
it for the benefit of its members by means of the payoff it can secure them. 
Because of this property, it is claimed that no coalition S is in a position to 
object to it. 

A core proposal is thus (i) a cooperative one, because it involves the all 
players set, and (ii) one that should entail voluntary agreement, because it is 
based on an explicit proof that neither the absence of agreement, nor any 
other agreement can do better for any of the parties involved. 

These seem to be strong virtues for designing the cost sharing 
arrangements in an international treaty. 

6.3 On the role of international transfers 

The strategic role of monetary transfers appears clearly as soon as one 
realizes that polluting countries w i t h nonzero abatement cost and weak 
preferences for removal of ambient pollutants never have an interest in 
cooperating towards abatement (let alone an optimal one), because the costs 
are higher to them than the benefits. This is reflected, by the way, in the two 
fo l lowing remarks: (i) in our game, the core is empty in general if transfers 
are not al lowed; and (ii) when all players are identical, the (unique) core 
imputation is the one without transfers. It is thus, in a sense, the diversity 
of the agents that commands transfers when strategic considerations are at 
stake. 

From formula (13) it is seen that the computation of these transfers 
requires little more than is required to compute optimal emissions as 
characterized by conditions (8). 
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6.4 On the linearity assumption on the damage cost function 

W h i l e restrictive at a general level , the l inearity assumption on 
preferences [i.e. damage costs) may be seen as a m i l d one in the specific 
context of transfrontier pollution. On the one hand, at the empirical level, 
these functions are indeed extremely difficult to estimate. M a i n l y for that 
reason, M A L E R 1989-93 and several of his followers have been satisfied 
w i t h that assumption, all the more that, as he shows, it can be given a 
useful role in a N a s h equil ibrium situation. 

Another argument is that the opt imum may lie far away from the 
situation prevail ing at the time the negotiations begin, thereby increasing 
uncertainties. Techniques of economic computation have therefore been 
devised to move towards the opt imum in successive steps (a recent 
example is g iven in G E R M A I N , T O I N T and T U L K E N S 1994). For the 
"local" information required to apply these techniques, linear functions 
(with parameters possibly varying over time) are surely not inappropriate. 
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